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Mrs. Jimenez
Discusses Aims
Mrs. Josephine Jimenez, principal
of Hamilton High School, hopes to
succeed in striving towards her
theme "Working Together" for a
second straight school year.
In order to achieve her goal, "students, administrators, parents, and
teachers alike should develop ciear
communication channels with each
other and active participation in
school and community activities. ·•
Mrs Jimenez believes that one area where "Working Together" can
be improved lies in the expansion of
the Hwnan Relations Program. Last
year attempts were made in some
lOth grade English classes to achieve
better understanding and mutual respect among all groups. This !>ernester, professional leaders will wurk
with teachers in all sophomore Eng.
lish classrooms to establish a better
program.
t\ccording to Mrs. Jimenez, every
body will have to take on an individual role in making "Working TCigether" succeed. She said that students
need to involve themselves in schol'l
affairs, read what is a·Jailabl~ in
student bulletins and not be afraid
to discuss problems with coumelors
and teachers.
The principal also commented that
while teachers should emphasize procedures and methods (!n relation
with curriculwn changes) administrators will take a good look at staff
organization by maximwn use of all
resources.
IVIrs. Jimenez continued to stress
that keeping the community informed, aware, and involved will
prove to be the vital backbone of her
theme "Working Together."

Enrollment Drop
Small This Year
According to the registrar, Mr.
David Rosenthal, there has been a
slight reduction in the enrollment at
Hamilton High. This year there are
2410 students compared to last
year's 2613. This is the second year
that the enrollment has declined.
When asked whether or not the
curtailment of permits into Hamilton
has affected this year's enrollment,
he replied, "No, not much. We have
been able to maintain the status quo
this year. In practice, Hamilton is
the only )ligh school in Los Angeles
that has maintained a truly integ,
rated student body."
The following is accurate to October 3:
750 tenth graders, 849 eleventh graders, and 771 twelfth graders. English
Second Language students total 40.
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Barnes, West
In N. M. Semis
Over 1,000,000 high school juniors
competed last October for the
honor that has just been bestowed
upon only 15,000, that of Semifinalist
in the National Merit
Scholarship competitions. Among the
15,000 are two Hamilton seniors,
Steven Barnes and Jeffrey West.
To advance to Finalist standing
'the students must receive the endorsement of their schools, must
confirm their earlier testing performance by performing on a second
examination, and must provide
information about their accomplish:
ments and interests.
Upon reaching the Finalist stage,
each participant will be considered
for one of the 1,000 National Merit
$1,000 scholarships which are allocated on a state basis. Many will
also be considered for renewable
four year Merit Scholarships which
are provided by 500 different
organizations and individuals. Each
Finalist will also recieve a Certificate of Merit in recognition of his

outstanding performance in the
program.
Winners of the four-year Merit
Scholarships may receive up to
$1,500 a year, depending upon their
individual need.
The National Merit Scholarship
Corporation has also named 37,000
Commended students in the United
States. Hamilton students reaching
this ranking, just below Semifinalist, include: Maurice Blanco,
Diane B. Harris, Paul L. Koretz,
Daniel M. Landau, Bob B. Miller,
Larry Smoller, and Marc Zicree.
Five Hamilton black students were
given recognition as commended
students in the National Achievement Scholarship Program for
Outstanding Negro Students, including Iris C. Carson, Leslie L.
Jackson,
Melanie J. Freeman,
Cheryl D. Turner, and Gwenevere
Y. White. They are among the 1,900
so honored among the 50,000 black
students who participated in the
PSAT/NMSQT program last year.

'My fair Lady' Set
As Theatrical Highlight
The date has been set and the cast
chosen for the fall semester theatre
arts workshop presentation.
Don Bondi and Dr. William Teaford will direct a cast of more than
50 students in a presentation of "My
Fair Lady."
"My Fair Lady" is a story of a
girl, Elisa, who is in the lower level
of society because she is unable to
communicate. She takes speaking
lessons in an effort to upgrade herself, and she eventually falls in love
with her professor.

In the original 1956 Broadway presentation, the role of Elisa was portrayed by Julie Andrews and the
part of Professor Higgins by Rex
Harrison.
Hamilton's three presentations
scheduled for December 7, 8, 9,
will feature Michelle Gruska as
Elisa and Brian Greer as Professor
Higgins. Also featured will be Steve
Memel, Jerry Colker, David Fradkin, Scott Evans, Lana Steinberg,
Olga Sneed, Kathy Walters, Marilyn
May, and Lisa Jaffe.

Hamilton students will be expressing their preferences for President of the United States in a
mock election set for Monday, October 30.
In anticipation of the election,
speakers from local George McGovern and Richard Nixon headquarters
will be invited to speak. Voters will
have.materials, including pamphlets,
available from tables set up on the
lunch court in advance of the elections.
Debbie Holland, Commissioner of
Activities, headed the Hamilton
Election Committee that organized
the experience for students. Members of her committee include Staci
Frank, Michael Mills, Eve Robinson,
and Larry Smoller.
Students, according to Debbie,
will also be able to express their
views on the many controversial
propositions to be on the California
ballot.

*
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P.T.S.A. meeting October 24, 7:30
p.m. Everybody welcome.

Faculty Adds
New Recruits,
Returnees
The opening of school brings several faculty changes to Hamilton
High School, with new personnel
coming from throughout the city.
Returning from leaves are Dr. Rebecca Williams, head counselor;
Dean Hanson, assistant counselor;
and instructors George Hedges, social studies; Milton Goldman, English; Richard McCammon, English;
Mrs. Margaret Branson, Spanish;
Miss Garth Steinert, science; and
Mrs. Aretha McPherson, science.
Taking leaves this year are Tom
Rowland, industrial arts; Jerry Solender, driver education; and Mrs.
Rhoda Rosenthal, guidance. Also on
leave are Mrs. Sharon Minor, English; Mrs. Jane Kirsch, assistant
counselor; and Miss Jeanine Peters,
assistant counselor.
Mrs. Gloria Harris, assistant coun·
S!!lor, retired.
Joining the staff are Miss Evangeline Jackson as school nurse; Mrs.
Irene Richardson, cafeteria manager; Christopher {].ark, business
manager; and Mrs. Gwendolyn Hadley, textbook clerk.
New faculty members include Miss
Judith Egan, English; Mrs. Shirley
Miller, assistant counselor; and Sean
Byrne, driver education.
Two additional Hamilton instructors have joined the continuation
school unit at Hamilton. These include William Saito and Morris Gaynor, formerly members of the driver
education and social studies departments.
English instructor Arthur Shu~'lrd,
on leave for the past year, has been
assigned to Palisades High School.
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In College Entry
As usual, the number of students
enrolling in California State colleges and universities as well as
community and private colleges has
increased. However, in many
schools, the enrollment growth is
less than expected.
At UCLA, this year's enrollment
is expected to remain at the same
level or slightly lower over a year
ago.
UC Riverside and UC Santa Barbara expects to have 1,200 to 1,800
fewer enrollments than planned.
Private colleges are also expectinga 1 to 2% drop from last year's
total of 120,000.
Community college officials are
even uncertain of the 5% increase
of enrollment they had hoped for.
What has caused this drop in enrollment?
One reason is due to the shift in
students
interests.
M or e
students are turning towards vov.ational programs rather than undergraduate studies in the liberal
arts.
But the real reason for students'
tenninaing their educaion at high
school is money. Even though $1
billion in tax money will be spent
to support public higher education
this year, it is not enough to send
every student who wishes to, to
college. UC tuition and fees now
range from $625 to $675.

The amount of Federal support,
offered in fellowships and grants,
has showed a decline, making
things even more difficult for the
college-bound student.
But whom ,can we blame for the
high price of education? The colleges and universities claim they
need every bit of money they can
collect for professors, equipment,
buildings, etc. The middle-class taxpayers, already paying more than
their share, feel they cannot be expected to support higher taxes because someone screams, "Broke!
Broke!"
For the student who can't afford
to go to Yale or USC or even UCLA,
the reasons for the higher cost in
education are not important.
He must expect the higher costs,
and it will be up to him to fight
for his education. If he must work
while in school or take out special
loans, he can still fulfill his needs
for education. He may be forced
to work full time between semesters to pay for expenses, but it can
be done. A student cannot go to
bed at night, praying for the "Good
Fairy" to bring him a Federal
grant direct from Washington, nor
can he expect a drop in tuition
fees. Someone who really wants a
college education badly enough will
get it, and he must depend upon
himself to work for it.
M.N.

Holiday Plan Needs Revision
Recently when the Jewish Holiday, others choose to come to school due
Yom Kippur, was celebrated, little to the amount of schoolwork they
work was done in the classes of the would miss and have to make up.
This may not hold true in all classtudents who came to school. This
meant that students absent had little ses, but in most classes at Hamilton,
or no work to make up. In my opin- since the black population is rather
ion, it would have probably been small (since the permits are being
better .to close the school as other stopped to help keep the racial balschools did, rather than have the re- ance), the classes would continue
maining students just sitting in their as normal because most students
would be present.
classes.
I once faced a situation where a
Anyway, the same. consideration
for Martin Luther King Jr.'s birth- teacher was reviewing for a test on
day is not given. Although Martin Dr. King's birthday, so others and I
Luther King's isn't a religious holi- came to school. In my opinion, if
day, many studen'ts may wish to the racial balance is to be kept as
attend a memorial service or take present, such a situation should be
J.H.
his day off in remembrance. But taken into consideration.
F=~===============================.
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For a good part of my stay at
Hamilton, I have participated in several class councils and have come
up with a great many suggestions
that would have improved life at
Hamilton. Many things have led me
to believe, though, that council had
not catered to as many students at
it could have and therefore, not too
many people had tasted its "food."
A reason why I dropped out of

Attendance
Attitudes Soar
Planning on cutting classes this
year? Planning on forging a note?
Maybe you were going to be absent
for four or five days at a time. Due
to the brilliant strategy of registrar
David
Rosenthal,
these
escapades are no longer going to be possible.
Rosenthal, in an effort to
eradicate attendance problems, has
initiated the following new ideas.
All excuse notes brought in after an
absence will be kept and attached
to the absence readmit slips and
put on file. Conferences with parents
will indicate whether these notes are
forged.
Each student will have his own
individual attendance file. Also, all
absences (including truancies, illnesses, and non-illnesses) will be posted
on attendance cards. This file will
be for u~ by parents, counselors,
and vice-principals.
Education-aides will continue to
patrol the halls from period one
through the end of the school day as
they did last year. Students will be
expected to clear the halls during
classes. They will also be expected
to respond to bells so as to be on
time to class.
Mrs. Josephine C. Jiminez came
in to add that teachers have commented on better attendance records,
and how students have shown a better attendance attitude already this
R.Y.
semester.

council, half way through my junior
year, was due to council's ill-planning. A majority of our " precious"
time (as our sponsor put it) was
wasted on deciding who was going
to bring what for the class council
party held at the end of the semester. I wouldn't have minded the
party had we deserved it, but council as a whole had nothing to be
proud of.
Regardless of its title, council
acted as no more a branch of student government than as a cluster
of student cliques conceived for the
proposition of having a good time.
Whether council was formed to create better student representatives or
as a breeding ground for future applicants to 'the Rona Barrett school
of gossip was beyond me.
CoWlCil also served as a good
place to pick up easy service credits
or c~llege recognition as a ''responsible student leader." It was a place
where the president showed off his
governing talents to an elite student
"audience" that included a handful
of knitters and homework enthusiasts.
Elections by popularity were bad
enough but were probably the only
times when student leaders enforced
government by politics. After council's elected officers began to appoint their buddies as heads of committees, one would have believed
that a small political machine was
being run inside the confines of public schools. Examples like this
helped to formulate my opinion of
class council in particular and student government as a whole which is written all over this essay.
We have higher hopes for the tenure of Craig Ehrlich, who has already gone a long way to establish
goals that will benefit more than
the few who belong to the coun.cil.
We wish him well and pledge our
support.
S.K.

Proposition 2 Vital
Are you, Mr. Average Americari,
aware of the fact that the State of
California imports seventy per ceQt
of its health officials? Do you know
that by 1980 California will need
2,500 new physicians annually?
" Fine," you say. "We'll meet the
need." Don't fool yourself. California
turns out 600 new physicians annually, not even one half the manpower
needed.
The hypocrites are screaming now.
"Turn out more physicians; build
more on-campus medical research
centers; meet the need." That's the
problem with hypocrites; they're all
hot air and no action.
The Dean of the U.C. San Francisco school of Dentistry describes the
SPECIAL
DRIVER TRAINING
COURSE

$44.50
Penny Bros.

463-8755

treatment of clinic patients "As
outmoded as Thomas Edison's laboratory." A student there learns with
equipment over 30 years old.
The U.C. Davis campus is the fastest growing medical school in the
country, yet it does not have one single permanent building. Students
there must travel 28 miles to the
nearest major teaching hospital.
California's medical schools currently receive twenty per cent of the
national pool of applications, yet we
can only accommodate seven per
cent of these capable applicants
due to lack of facilities.
The list of problems goes on and
on.
Should proposition 2 on the Nov-·
ember ballot be passed it would allocate 155.9 million dollars through
the sale of State Bonds toward the
development and re-equipping of
health-science centers at certain
U.C. campuses. Maybe then, and
only then will we get our fair share
of qualified health personnel. K.W.
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Friday the 13th- Doomsville
Throughout the world Friday the
13th has been associated with evil
and bad tidings. In France there is
no floor nwnber 13. After 12 follows
12lh, then 14. Many sky-scrapers
here in the United States skip nwnbering the 13th floor, and airplanes
are known to omit the seat of that
nwnber. Sailors over the world have
refused to set sail on Friday the
13th.
Where did these superstitions that
have such a prolonged effect on pea,
ple begin? One origin of the fear of
the date is that Eve tempted Adam
with the fatal apple on a Friday.
The evil of 13 can be traced back to
the days when man firs't learned to
count. With 10 fingers and two feet,
this added up to 12. (Don't ask what
happened to toes.) Anything beyond
this was unknown and therefore
feared.
Later primitive people set Friday
aside as a day to worship their deities. Those who worked on this day

Yearbook Stall
Plans Format
The yearbook staff has announced
that the 1973 edition will be a truly
"all together" yearbook, "one that
will remain in artistic greatness in
the minds of the world," declared
Patrick Nagatani.
Highlighting this year's book are
faculty candid shots. Color pages
will be doubled. There will be en:
larged senior portraits, new graphic
effects, and creative artwork.
Nagatani has said that the book
can be purchased for $6.50 before
December 15 in the Finance Office,
or for $7.50 after Christmas Vacation.
This year's staff includes: Richard Altman, Cary Berman, Sandy
Cagan, Shelley Davidson, Jackie
Dotson, Ruth Esbin, Mare Filler,
Rose-Lynn Fisher, Helen Goldfeld,
Cheryl Granite, James Hasagawa,
Elmer Hashimoto, Faye Higa, Lauren Hoffman, Ken Iwaki, Barbara
Marmer, Tim Nakano, Curtis Nishiyama, Renny Podaca, Ricky Raskin,
Bruce Rawitz, Jay Sadofsky, Beth
Silver, Corey Strwnpf, Gary Takemura, Bryant Thierry, Mark Thompson, Sheryl Tuvim, Venita Walton,
Kevin Wilbern, and Scott Williams,
31 all together.
"They are well on their way to producing the best book in Western
League, the city, the state, the nation," declared Nagatani.
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were told to expect bad luck from
the gods.
Also at Christ's Last Supper, there
were 12 Apostles, plus himself, making a party of 13. As this supper pre.
ceeded Christ's crucifixion, the nwnber was taken as an omen of misfortune and death.
Fear of 13 is found in Norse mythology where it states that at a banquet held for 12 gods, Loki, spirit
of strife and evil, crashed the party.
The party ended with Balder, favorite of the gods, being killed.
Friday is also called the "Witches'
Sabbath," for on this day 12 witches
and the devil got together to do no
good.
Remember this one last thing if
you are superstitious of the number
13: our American dollar has an incomplete pyramid with 13 steps and
the bald eagle holding an olive
branch with 13 leaves in one claw
and 13 arrows in the other. Get rid
of all dollar bills quickly the Thursday before Friday the 13th - just to
be safe
V.R.

Hedges Finishes Exciting Year
George Hedges, Hamilton social
studies instructor, has recently returned from a fourteen months sabbatical. He spent one year studying
European history at Loyola University in California.
For eight weeks during the summer, Hedges taught American students at the University of Vienna
in Austria. He was also the dean
there. During this time he took his
students through Budapest, Hungary;
Berlin,
Germany;
and
Prague, Czecholslavakia.
"You wouldn't beleive what you
go through in those countries," he

Activity Cards
·On Sale Now
Hamilton activity cards have
gone on sale in the finance office
for $6.00 each. The card i~ good
for admission to seven f0otball
games, seven track mc"ts. ten basketball games, five gymnastic
meets, and five swim meets.
The activity card also provides
a $1.00 discount on the Hmnilton
Yearbook.
The money collected from the
sale goes to support the athletic
programs, the ba'ld, and drill team.
According to student gover11ment
sponsor Jack Sutton, without this
money, many of the school activities would have to be eliminated
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remarked. On the way back from
East Germany, on the Czech border,
Hedges was taken off the t~ by
the passport control people. They
held him and the train there for one
hour!
The officials wanted to charge him
$70 for nine of his students' return
visas, but Hedges refused to pay.
When he phoned Prague, he found
that they were only supposed to
charge him $18 total.
In traveling through communist
countries, doors on trains are locked
so that no Americans can get out,
and none of the citizens in. "Once

I had to stay in a back car all by
myself," said Hedges. "My students
had a better idea of what a free
country really means!"
After his teaching, Mr. and Mrs.
Hedges spent the remainder of their
vacation I'elaxing in Italy.
The Hedges go to Europe every
summer. Next summer they will
take an American group to Moscow.
"I am looking forward to this great
opportunity with a lot of anticipation," he stated. "Students in America should strive for opportunities to
travel and study because it's a big,
wide world out there."

Driver Training Back
Despite rumors that the Driver
Training program was being discontinued citywide, Hamilton is
scheduled for its f!rst of two sessions to begin on Monday October
16. The second session ~ilr begin
on November 20.
Students who have completed
Driver Education and are at least
fifteen ~ars old are eligible for
Driver Training. Sign-ups are in
room A413. Driver Educatton instructor Sean Byrne will choose
students according to their grade
level, beginning with twelfth graders. Students may take the program one hour a day for 24 days,
or two hours daily after school,
for 12 days.
In order for the Board of Education to put approximately 45,000
students at an average of fifty dollars a head through Driver Train·
ing, many college-trairred Driver
Training teachers have been rf'placed by para-profussionals at a
lower rate of pay.

The five Driver Training instruc·
tors, under the supervision of Donald Louthe, will be working both
in the 17-simulator van and in the
new 1973 Plymouth Furys.
The money which supports the
twenty-four Driver Training units
in the Los An~les schools comes
from the city's Penalty assessment
Tax.
DON'T FALL BEHIND

FRENCH & SPANISH
Tutoring - Counseling
Certified H. S. Teacher
A. H. HAURET

GL4-2914

FRENCH TUTORING
DEBBIE SAPORTA
838-8977
3720 Motor Ave.
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CERTIFIED DRIVER TRAINING
Leam to Drive with the

DRIVING SCHOOL
Kurt J. Herrmann

Established 1948
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Hami Beats Jeff in Opener
Hami was victorious in its opener by taming the Jefferson Democrats 14-6 on two touchdown passes from Yankee qurterback Harold
Moon.
No spectator could anticipate
what was going to happen in the

ensuing moments of the first
quarter.
The Hamiltn kickoff was scooped
up by Richaod Roberson, Jefferson
halfback. After efrectively using a
four-man wall, he ran a wedge
through a small gap and galloped

Yanks ·outplay
Panthers .. But Lose
An evil omen must have settled
on the shoulders of the Hamilton
Yankees on a breezy September 29
afternoon. Hami outplayed its rival
Franklin Panthers in every category
but a little, gray scoreboard in the
corner reflected another story:
Franklin 7, Hamilton 3.
Hami arrived at Franklin field an
hour late after a transportation mixup with a bus driver who thought
the game was being played here.
Harold Moon, Yankee quarterback,
off to a slow start, displayed excellent ball-control from the second
quarter on and established himself
as a solid passer. Thanks to an effective offensive line led by John Barriga and Cory Faucher, Moon had
ample pass protection and completed
twelve of twenty-one for 94 yards.
Greg Preston hauled in nine aerials
for 70 yards and was the game's
leading receiver.
GROUND GAME FAIR
Rami's ground game was sound as
it totaled n yards in 27 carries. All
Northern~League prospect John Oliver played well at defensive end and
was the only threat to Yankee running backs. Hamilton's defensive line
proved to be one of the game's out.
standing units as it embarrassed
Franklin ball carriers. The Panthers
were limited to 19 yards on the
ground in 25 attempts.

$J5 DRIVER EDUCATION
't DRIVER TRAINING

DRIVER ED: Private lessons to
shorten course - Permit preparation and D.M.V. trip.
DRIVER TRAINING: Fundamentals of vehicle control- City and
Freeway defensvie driving techniques-Canyon driving-Speed
& Emergencies. Private lessons.

A 4Q-yard drive that was terminated by a Hamilton interception at
its own 15 provided 'the only excitement of the first quarter. Franklin
returned the favor by plugging up a
46-yard Hamilton series. The Pan·
thers recovered a Hami fumble in
the Yanks' own end zone for a
touchback, a miscue which later overshadowed a fine Yank offensive
effort.
A bizarre Franklin punt, late in
the second quarter, set up Rami's
only points. After a ten-yard boot,
the football landed on its nose and
skipped backwards untouched for 11
yards. Harold Moon took over at the
Franklin 27 but hurled three incom·
plete passes. The Yankees set up for
a field goal attempt.
YANKS MAKE FIELD GOAL
S o c c e r-style enthusiast Larry
Frank had laid his foot on 'the ball
only once before: the opening kickoff. As Franklin onlookers grew restless, Frank's right foot collided with
a snapped ball placed on the Panther 37. The pigskin lofted in the air
until it dropped over the goal line
and neatly tucked itself inside the
left corner of the crossbar. With
eight seconds remaining in the first
half, Hamilton made a 47-yard field
goal, leaving many opponents
scratching their heads.
Midway through the third quarter,
a Yankee pass was picked off, and
Franklin had possession on Rami's
27 yard line. Seven plays later,
Franklin fullback Dan Hernandez
scored on a one yard plunge. The
PAT was good, and with 1:53
remaining in the thrid quarter,
Franklin was on top 7-3. It remained
that way through the fourth quarter.

989-2040
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Home office: 8350 Wilshire Blvd., Bev. Hills
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Bencangey Needlepoint, Macrame, & Rug Supplies
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ACADEMIC GUIDANCE SERVICES
820 So. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles
is now accepting students for

Preparation for Scholastic Aptitude Tests
20 hours of intensive drill in both verbal and math areas
Small groups forming for next test
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ry Frank's extra point gave the
Yankees a 7-6 halftime lead and put
them ahead for good.
Hamilton was much in control of
the game into the second half. A
high punt late in the thrid quarter
gave the Yankees possession at
their own 39. Dwight Ingram carried for two years before Moon coru
nected on a 24-yard sprint-out play
to Greg Preston. With the ball on
the Jefferson 35, Harold threw incomplete, then hit Ingram for eight
yards. After Dwight was stopped
at scrimage on third and two, a
crucial fourth down situation arose.
Under pressure, Moon loped a flair
pass to wingback Bruce Aiken, who
scamped down the sideline for a
27 • yard touchdown. Frank put the
extra point on the scoreboard as
Hami jumped out to a 14-6 lead.
A quiet forth quarter was dis·
turbed by the final Jefferson series
which included sideline pass attempts and shotguns. The Democrat
drive had 45 yards to go when the
gun sounded.

DRIVEl TRAINING

Defensive Driving Schools
From the Valley

the rest of the way for a 80-yard
kickoff return and a touchdown.
With only twelve secnds gone, the
Democrats failed to score the PAT.
From then on, it was an uphill
battle for Jefferson, shut out for
the remainder of the game. Hami
did'nt mount a scoring attack until
midway through the second quar•
ter when Greg Preston ran a short
punt back to the Democrat 34. On
first and ten, a Jefferson cornerback was accused of pass interference as he defended Yankee wingback Dwight Ingram.
The ball was spotted at the 19.
Ingram ground up four tough yards
to set up a second and six situation. Harold Moon hit Ken Iwacld
over the middle for another 10
yards to the Jefferson 5. On first
and goal, Moon ran into technical
difficulty, bobbling the ball after
the snap, and being sacked at the
11 yard line.
Harold sent Greg Preston to his
right and fired a jump-pass at him
for Hamilton's first touchdown. Lar-

839-2425

-ADIDASLETTERMEN'S JACKETS SHIRTS - KNITS
-JEANS
17047 Ventura Blvd.
ENCINO
open
9:30-6:00 Mon. thru Thurs.
9:30-9:00 Fri.
9:30-6:00 Sat.

410 N. Canon Dr.
BEVERLY HILLS
open
9:00-6:00
Mon. thru Sat.
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